Case Study

Pearson sees contact
rate increase 225%
with Textel
Pearson is working tirelessly to stay ahead of the shifts in
education trends. During a multinational survey, Pearson found
more than half of respondents said they needed to further their
education because their job status changed, and they urgently
needed to build digital skills for the new economy.
The problem is, 67% of learners believe that
educational institutions are less effective
at using tech than other industries-and
learners want that to change. Jacen Bridges,
Pearson’s Director of Business Technology
Integration, along with his team are laserfocused on helping their business tech stack
evolve to stay one step ahead of these
trends by connecting learners with the right
educators as efficiently as possible.

From Voice First Strategy to SMS
The Recruitment Services team was
committed to digital evolution. Its core
function is to help interested learners find
the right educational institution and connect
them with an enrollment advisor. Jacen’s
team was already involved in other major
tech changes for the department — last
December, they implemented Salesforce and
NICE inContact to help them better engage
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Results
“The Voice First Process used multiple call attempts, which potentially left learners feeling
overwhelmed. In addition, the system was inefficient and resulted in successful contacts
around 12% of the time. Finally, the spam registry misidentified our calls. It wasn’t meeting
the needs of our learners.” - Jacen Bridges, Director of Business Technology Integration
*Contact rate: Percent of learners that answer a
call and then connect with an enrollment advisor.
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learners. However, they quickly found issues
in how Pearson traditionally contacted
learners who requested information.
“There was a mismatch that ran counter to
our priority to help learners. Some of the
processes and systems we had in place
were inefficient and could detract learners
from their educational journey,” said Jacen.
With low contact rates, student feedback
that contacts were too frequent, and a goal
to create value in every interaction, Jacen’s
team realized they needed to refocus their
approach.
“We wanted to prove that less is more,”
Jacen explained. “Our new strategy was to
meet learners where they want to be met by
implementing a very minimal but effective
program.”
Jacen determined it was time they
implemented an SMS-first strategy.

Diving in with Textel + NICE inContact
To simplify their employees’ workflows,
whatever texting solution Pearson
implemented had to integrate with their
current tech stack. When NICE inContact
demoed Textel’s texting platform, Jacen
liked how it integrated seamlessly within
inContact MAX’s chat features. Textel’s
ability to enable existing toll-free and local
numbers to receive and respond to SMS
or MMS texts was great. Most importantly,
to save time for the learner, it could send
outbound texts and qualify learners before
connecting them to an enrollment advisor.

“We decided we weren’t going to just dip
our toes in texting, so to speak,” recounts
Jacen. “Above all, we had to respond to the
way learners wanted to be contacted. So we
dove in with Textel and completely switched
to the new process.” This meant Pearson
needed Textel to commit to a lightning speed
implementation window. They had only
60 days to implement the new SMS-first
workflow so Pearson could roll it out for all
the major universities they support across
the United States.
“It was an intense time,” recalls Mike Mixon,
Co-founder and CMO at Textel. “We scoped
out the implementation and roadmap within the
first 2-3 weeks and deployed it 30 days after.”
“The whole process was incredible,” Jacen
said. “But, I was anxious. I remember
sitting up at night worrying that our results
wouldn’t live up to our expectations.”

Dramatic Results
Jacen’s team has seen astounding results
since going live with Textel. “We reduced our
contact attempts by two-thirds,” said Jacen.
“But our ability to support learners improved
as contact rates skyrocketed by over 200%!”
(See diagram 2)
To better connect learners to enrollment
advisors, Textel automated the process of
qualifying learners prior to contact with an
enrollment advisor. Students are asked four
qualifying questions, and their responses
are automatically stored in Salesforce. From
there, the system determines when to send
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the learner to the next available advisor, who
remains the learner’s contact going forward.
Pearson’s staff love the new process. “We
even posted video on our corporate site with
our advisors saying this is the best thing that
ever happened to them,” said Jacen. “Our
advisors are the best guidance counselors
around, so they were thrilled to work with so
many qualified and engaged learners. They
also loved that the process put the learners
front and center. It enabled conversations
on the learner’s terms - advisors spoke to
learners when the learners wanted to speak
with them. Advisors also loved how quickly
they could find out if someone wasn’t
interested in moving forward rather than
leaving several voicemails.”
Jacen heard similar praise from learners.
They wanted to advance their lives through
education, but the outdated, voice-first
way Pearson used to reach out was not
connecting with them. Now, students are
amazed they can communicate the way
they prefer via text. They also like the
convenience. For example, Jacen noted
that healthcare students, like nurses in the
nursing program, don’t have time for a call,
but they can easily text.

The Road Ahead
Jacen aspires to deliver even more efficiency.
Recruitment Services advisors are currently
only managing 1:1 text conversations. Soon
they will pivot to omnichannel sessions
where they can manage simultaneous text
conversations.
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“From our research we knew
that 98% of people will open
a text message and 90% of
people will respond in an hour.”

Other departments have taken notice of how
amazingly effective the SMS-first strategy is
and are engaging Jacen’s team to see how
they could use Textel more broadly.
Jacen concluded, “Textel absolutely aligns
with Pearson’s global vision to leverage
technology to reach learners and help them
advance their lives. It’s helping us evolve
today to meet learners where they are at.”
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